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Here’s WHat You’ll Need:
- A pair of chopsticks for each player
- Two small bowls or plates for each player
- Dry cereal, popcorn or pom poms
- Stopwatch or timer 

Here’s WHat to do:
1. Practice holding your chopsticks. Hold one stick 

like a pencil, then slide the second stick into the 
hole created by the thumb and forefinger. Rest the 
second stick on your ring finger.  The thick ends of 
the chopsticks should point up. Move the first stick 
(top stick) to open and close your chopsticks.  

2. Put an equal amount of cereal, popcorn or pom poms 
into a bowl for each player. Set an empty bowl next 
to each full bowl.

3. Get your chopsticks ready.  Say “ee, ar, san!” (“one, 
two, three!”) and start the race! Pick up the objects 
one by one and drop them into the empty bowl.

The first to finish is the winner!

let’s Have a 
cHopsticks race!

cHopsticks race results
Play the game and record your results here.

Race 
#

Player 1 Name Player 2 Name Winner

1

2

3

4

        

Work toGetHer to Beat tHe clock!
Have the players sit in a line or in a circle. Set an empty bowl in 
front of each player and place a bowl full of small objects (fewer 
for a faster game) in front of the player who will start the game.  
Say “ee, ar, san!” and start a stopwatch or timer. The first player 
will pick up an object and place it in the bowl of the person 
next to him/her. Then the next player will pick up the object and 
place it in the bowl of the person next to him/her. Once all the 
objects have been moved, one by one, from the first player all 
the way to the last player, stop the timer. How quickly can your 
team move all the objects?

our Fastest time:


